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Abstract. The paper introduces the concept of defeasible inference for BDI intelligent agents based on inadequacy of the research up to now. The investigation starts with a model possessing features of BDI agent but with no cooperation with other agents. A taxonomy of concepts is presented: factors, conditions and criteria for social behavior of agents together with logical formalism for defeating rules of behavior; this formalism is illustrated by two intelligent agents. The research also includes peculiarities of collective behavior of BDI agents with probable defeating rules of the behavior.

1. INTRODUCTION

The method with intelligent agents in multi-agent systems (MAS) in comparison with the traditional approaches enables the increase of efficiency in information protection, including their adequacy, failure resistance, destruction resistance, universality, flexibility, etc. [1] The success of such systems is due to a great extent to the distributed way of solving the problems and the search for an approximate solution instead of an optimal one [2].

A specific feature of the distributed decision making in MAS is the necessity every agent to make decisions in lack of complete information concerning the environment and the other agents [2]. The lack of information is overcome using techniques like messages exchange and the use of protocols. The co-operation of the agents has its specific problems connected with the solution of the conflicts occurring among them [3], [4].

The present paper discusses the problems of solutions annulment in multi-agent systems – one of the leading directions for solving conflicts in these systems. At first a short review is made of previous works in the area of MAS. After that a system of notions is introduced facilitating the solutions annulment in the area together with the corresponding logical formalism. Some examples are given of agents. In which the approach considered cannot be applied. The paper ends with some inferences.

2. APRIORI RESEARCH. BASIC NOTIONS IN BDI ARCHITECTURES

A scheme is presented in [5] and [6] of an intelligent agent with features of BDI architecture, shown in fig. 1. The principle of the functional units is applied to it or FUNs (acronym of Functional UnitS) [7], [8], [9], [10], which on its turn consist of functional units at a lower level, etc.

This scheme is in fact of a layered type (each layer is processed and it transmits the information available in it in parallel and independently on the other layers). The information in it is in three parallel flows of the three possible models (plus the ensemble model for ensemble learning) and the three (with the block for voting or ensemble learning – four totally) parallel information “tracks” – coordinatewise / structural, probabilistic and regressional – practically end in the voting block with ensemble training.

The characteristics, which relate the model with BDI (the abbreviation is an acronym of Belief-Desire-Intention) architectures is the structuring in four groups of highest level: a block for environmental description, a block of strategies, a block of tactics and a block for the undertaken actions.

• Block for environmental description (beliefs). It consists of a subgroup for analysis of the environment followed by a subgroup of the possible models based on the analysis done.
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• **Block of strategies (desires).** It is built by the subgroups of the possible suggestions for action followed by the selection of a definite suggestion.

- **Block of tactics (intentions).** It also consists of two subgroups. The first subgroup consists of the sub-blocks for ensemble and non-ensemble learning. The second subgroup is built by trained for the current suggestion models, selected in the previous functional units.
- **Block of the undertaken actions (actions).** It includes two sub-blocks – a block for learned models ranking and a block for the selection of the optimal in the sense of the application given model.

The functional units thus presented of the highest level correspond to the main parts of a typical BDI architecture given in Fig. 2. The diagram shows with bold lines the corresponding data bases, and with thinner – the functions of revising the plans (brf), for options generation (options generator), for filtering the intentions (desires filter) and action selection (action selection), as well as the sensor input (sensor input), the action output (action output) and the transition edges. On its hand the function for action selection has the algorithm shown in Fig. 3. In it γ denotes the speed of environmental change. At small γ the environment does not change quickly and the brave agents are typical for such environments. Since the role for decision making grows with the

---

**Fig. 1. Intelligent agent of a layered type and BDI architecture**

**Fig. 2. BDI architecture**
increase of $\gamma$, at large $\gamma$ the environment is often altered and precautionary agents are typical for such environment [11].

\[\text{Function } \text{Action}(p;P;A) \quad \text{BDI architecture action choice function}\]

\begin{verbatim}
Begin \{Action\}
  $B := \text{br f}(B,p) \quad \{ \forall B \in \gamma(\text{Bel}), B \subseteq \text{Bel}; \text{Bel} - \text{set of all possible plans} \}$
  $D := \text{options}(D,I) \quad \{ \forall D \in \gamma(\text{Des}), D \subseteq \text{Des}; \text{Des} - \text{set of all possible strategies} \}$
  $I := \text{filter}(B,D,I) \quad \{ \forall I \in \gamma(\text{Int}), I \subseteq \text{Int}, \text{filter}(B,D,I) \subseteq I \cup D; \text{Int} - \text{set of all possible tactics} \}$
  \text{Return execute}(I)
End \{Action\}
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 3. BDI architecture action choice function algorithm

It can be seen that the presented diagram belongs to BDI architecture only in its main features maybe of an abstract agent or more likely of a specifically-autonomous agent of reactive type. It is reactive because it is influenced in its work only by its own input information (perceptions) [11]. The agent is specifically autonomous because it does cooperate with the other agents in order to achieve its goals and because it interacts completely independently with the environment – it makes decisions on its own, based on models which it develops and checks (in [11] from the definition of the notion autonomy on page 584 and from the shorter explanation on page 387 it is understood that autonomy does not exclude communication with other agents), instead it develops and verifies different data models that are later subjected to ensemble voting.

The inconvenience in operation with such type of agents is a sequence of their non-sociality, as far as they do not account the action of the remaining agents. That is why their application at the lower levels is recommended (in the more complicated agents) – probably as intelligent actuating mechanisms.

A main shortcoming of this expose is the absence of interaction and solution of the conflicts among the agents. The following discussion concerns the construction of a system of notions and methodology aimed at the solution of conflicts among the agents by annulment of the inappropriate solutions.

3. DEFEASIBLE INFERENCE OF CONFLICTS AMONG AGENTS

Let us imagine that certain agent acts together with other agents in some form of joint work. In this case there exists some probability for conflicts among the agents based on their current possibilities and intentions to reach their aims.

The occurrence of conflicts is directly connected with the defeasible inference of the actions of some agents which up to the moment due to different reasons cannot realize their goals. The defeasible inference of the agent’s actions may be regarded at several levels: a level of the agent as a single unit, the level of actions, the level of tactics (intentions), the level of strategies (desires) and the level of plans (beliefs). At that we see the following mutual dependence of these defeasible inference levels (fig. 4) where with DI we denote the defeasible inference itself (DI is an acronym of Defeasible Inference); the scheme does not show the source of the DI information inspired by the agent’s action defeasible inference. The pattern for this dependence is the immediate cause for the defeated action (the information stream starts from the beliefs, it goes through the desires and the intentions and it ends with the initiated action of the agent (except for the feedback from the intentions to the desires) – see fig. 2 but defeating an action spreads in the inverse direction because it acts like a backtracking).

The following below text is dedicated consecutively to defeating agent’s action followed by defeating tactics, strategies and plans of an arbitrary agent with a BDI architecture.
2.1. DEFETING AGENT’S ACTION

2.1.1. Criteria and Conditions for Conflict Solution

CRITERIA (FACTORS) FOR CONFLICT SOLUTION

They are included in the set \{ R, I, P, \Pi, T \} where
R – resource(s),
I – indicators(s),
P – priority/ies,
\Pi – probability/ies to satisfy the requirements,
T – technological necessity;
The elements of this superset (multiset) themselves are subsets.

Factors I, P and \Pi are related to the so called condition for active expectance (see below). Besides they may be feasibility factor(s) and defeasibility factor(s). Whether some factor for some agent belongs to one of these two groups depends on whether this factor is respectively better or worse than the factor with the closest meaning of any of the other agents in the set of agents. Let us have two agents \( A_a \) and \( A_b \) with their corresponding factors for every one of the two agents

\[
A_a = \{ R_a, I_a, P_a, \Pi_a, T_a \}
\]

and

\[
A_b = \{ R_b, I_b, P_b, \Pi_b, T_b \}. \]

Besides let us have the following relations:

\[
R_a > R_b, \quad I_a > I_b, \quad P_a > P_b, \quad \Pi_a > \Pi_b, \quad T_a > T_b. \]

Then we may say that each element in the set for \( A_a \) satisfies the requirement for feasibility and v.v.: every element in the set for \( A_b \) satisfies the requirement for defeasibility; as a whole agent \( A_a \) satisfies the requirements (factors) for feasibility and agent \( A_b \) satisfies the requirements (factors) for defeasibility.

Table 1 presents the classification of the factors according to the agents’ (de)feasibility and their significance ranking according to the plans’ (de)feasibility denoted by \( P \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feasibility factor(s)</th>
<th>Defeasibility factor(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P Feature</td>
<td>P Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Technological necessity</td>
<td>10 Technological indifference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Bigger priority/ies</td>
<td>9 Smaller priority/ies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Higher priority/ies</td>
<td>8 Lower priority/ies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Better indicator(s)</td>
<td>7 Worse indicator(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Enabled resource(s)</td>
<td>6 Disabled resource(s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Classification and ranking of factors for conflict solution

The authors relate the FEASIBILITY FACTOR to the case when the agent’s characteristic enables the goal to be achieved in comparison with the respective characteristic of other agents. On the contrary, the DEFEASIBILITY FACTOR is related to the case when the agent’s characteristic disables the goal to be achieved in comparison with the respective characteristic of other agents.
Analogously the TECHNICAL NECESSITY here is treated as a requirement for agent’s inclusion in the information stream; the TECHNICAL INDIFFERENCE is treated as a requirement for agent’s exclusion from the information stream. The ranking from table 1 shows that

- Feasibility factors suppress defeasibility factors in cases when the agent has to perform some action to achieve its goal;
- Defeasibility factors suppress feasibility factors when the agent must defeat its action.

Besides table 1 shows that defeasibility factors are ranked in the inverse sequence.

In cases when one factor is presented by more than a single value (i.e. by a set or vector of values) then some policy must be applied for the fully evaluation of the multiple factor (some generalized measure or the prevailing type of the homogeneous values). For example let the factor be a vector or a matrix of some dimensionality. Now the policy for fully estimation may be the usage of a suitable scalar meaning that describes definite characteristics of the multidimensional matrix. If the factor is a set of vectors or matrices then a set of estimates may be used that in turn may be reduced to some single measure (e.g. the set of estimates may form some estimation vector and the single measure may be its absolute value, polar angle, etc.).

CONDITIONS FOR CONFLICT SOLUTION

The conditions for conflict solution reflect the possible states of some agent. They can be grouped in three basic groups and each group depends directly on its predecessor: condition for conflict, condition for (de)feasibility and wait condition (active or passive).

**Condition for conflict.** The goal is achieved or caught by another agent. This condition always precedes all other conditions (the logical formulation is introduced in the next division).

Conditions for (de)feasibility

- **Condition for feasibility.** It is defined by the active for the performance (and enabling the execution) feasibility factor.
- **Condition for defeasibility.** It is defined by the active for the performance (and disabling the execution) defeasibility factor.

For example let two factors $\Phi_1$ and $\Phi_2$ possess a mutual relation $\Phi_1 > \Phi_2$. Then factor $\Phi_1$ is feasible and factor $\Phi_2$ is defeasible (also see item ‘Criteria (factors) for conflict solution’).

Wait conditions (active or passive)

- **Active-wait condition.** The objective feasibility factor is inside the range between the upper and the lower bounds of the value. They are set by the most appropriate agent and the most unsuitable agent. Logically this means that the agent is able to ‘push out’ the agents with worse indicators.
- **Passive-wait condition.** This condition always holds when the agent is in a want of resources and if there is a technological necessity of the agent’s performance.

The already postulated conditions that form the state space of the agent form the basis of solving conflicts between the agents.

2.1.2. Logical Formulation of Conflicts’ Defeating

Classical binary logic is related to formalizations of strictly correct (formal) arguments. Still the object field that is the background for the basic concepts and conclusions possesses an incomplete, inaccurate, contradictory, and frequently variable information [12-18]. So there is a necessity to use
and develop new non-classical methods for formalizing intelligent processes and information

technologies.

At present we have a mighty big variety of different non-classical logics [13, 14, 18]. Yet the
methods for application of these logics in tangible problems are poorly developed. Besides the
potential of these logics (e.g. the K-valued logics) does not perfectly satisfy the necessities that
originate during the elaboration of intelligent systems and technologies.

The bibliography defines the notion of a goal with plans and their clauses [19]. Every clause of
plan is of the form

goal : \( B_1 \ldots B_n \leftarrow S_j; \ldots ; S_m \),

where every \( B_j \) is a belief and every \( S_i \) is an action or a subgoal.

Multiple-valued and probabilistic logics are introduced in MAS based on the concept of classes
forming the model – \( S_i \). The classes are related to one another with a dependency of the type
‘ancestor - successor’. The differences between class \( S_i \) and the other successors of the common
ancestor \( S_i \) are created by elements \( x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots \). The result of applying a three-digit logic leads to
values “true”, “false” and “uncertainty”. According to [20] defeasible inference is based on the
exclusion \( E(C, A_k) \) where \( A_k \) is \( x_k \) or \( \neg x_k \), and the conclusion is formed when all successors are of the
form \( A'_1 \land A'_2 \land \ldots \land A'_n \). \( A'_k \) may coincide with \( A_k \) or it may include (using a disjunction) \( A_k \) and
analogue terms for other variables.

Let rules of a Horn type describe some domain: \( B \leftarrow \bigwedge_{i=1} A_i \). The extended inference models with
exclusions were introduced and generalized in formalized ones in [21, 22] in the following form

\[
\begin{align*}
B & \leftarrow \bigwedge_{i=1}^{z} A_i, C, E(C, A_k), \neg A_k \leftarrow C \\
B & \leftarrow A_1 \land A_2 \land \ldots \land A_{k-1} \land \neg A_k \land A_{k+1} \land \ldots \land A_z ,
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
C, B & \leftarrow \bigwedge_{i=1}^{z} A_i, E(C, A_k) \\
B & \leftarrow A_1 \land \ldots \land A_{k-1} \land A_{k+1} \land \ldots \land A_z ,
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
C, B & \leftarrow \bigwedge_{i=1}^{z} A_i, E(C, A_k) \\
B & \leftarrow A_1 \land \ldots \land A_{k-1} \land A(x, V C) \land A_{k+1} \land \ldots \land A_z .
\end{align*}
\]

It is clear that the exclusions are a kind of special-rules inclusions with their effective fields. For
example the first formula means that if there exists an exclusion \( E(C, A_k) \) that is related to one of the
rules with a conclusion \( B \) and \( A_k \) is its effect then the conjunct \( A_k \) must be replaced by \( \neg A_k \); when \( C \)
is not ‘true’ then the corresponding replacement is impossible (application of the Modus Ponens
rule means that the relation between \( B \) and \( \neg A_k \) leads to a formal logical contradiction).

Therefore the formation of exclusions of the type \( E(C, A_k) \) may lead to a contradictory result
that is provoked by an incompleteness in the description of the object field. In the case when \( C \)
is true then the exclusion \( E(C, A_k) \) includes this meaning in the conjunct \( A_k \) to defeat the meaning of
the last conclusions. The result is that \( A_k \) is replaced by \( C \) because the test of its meaning does not
influence the output. In the case when \( C \) is true then the corresponding conjunct \( A_k \) is directly
replaced by \( C \).

The appendix illustrates the so formulated three-digit logic with two examples of real agents.
### 2.2. Defeating Performance of BDI Agent

Introducing parities for (de)feasibility factors in cases of plans, strategies and tactics is a necessary sine qua non for research of defeating plans, strategies and tactics.

Another simplification is the ascertainment that inside the BDI agents the technological necessity factor falls off. It is replaced by the technological indifference factor (see item 2.1.1) respectively for the functional units beliefs-FUN, desires-FUN and intentions-FUN (the scheduler, the strategist and the tactician of the agent) because they are inherent by definition basic components of this type of agents. This problem falls off also for the action selector because defeating agent’s performance proceeds in a direction opposite to its normal operation (see fig. 4) so the internal for the agent defeating starts namely from the action selector.

Parities for (de)feasibility factors inside the agents can be obtained if we find the quantities with characteristic of resources respectively in beliefs-FUN, desires-FUN and intentions-FUN. The possible starting point with this regard can be the concept that the input to every of these FUN quantities determine the state of the resources in different moments of the functional unit. So we have a definite type of function transforming the input data related to the specific problem of the functional unit into a distribution of the resources:

\[ R_{\text{FUN}} = f_{\text{FUN}}(\text{input}_{\text{FUN}}) \]

where

- FUN – respectively beliefs-FUN, desires-FUN, intentions-FUN or the action selector;
- \( R_{\text{FUN}} \) – output from function \( f_{\text{FUN}} \) in the form of data for the distribution of the resources in FUN;
- \( f_{\text{FUN}} \) – function of mapping the input data into \( R_{\text{FUN}} \);
- \( \text{input}_{\text{FUN}} \) – input data for FUN determining \( R_{\text{FUN}} \).

The task scheduler is closest to the performance of such transformer in software products. If the usage of data from such scheduler is not convenient then it is relevant to make its approximation (similarity) or programly to realize the operation of this function; this realization is of principal importance for embedding the defeasible-inference mechanism inside the agent.

**Note.** The authors distinguish the already defined function (severely individual for every one of the three functional units beliefs-FUN, desires-FUN and intentions-FUN) from the performance of the agent’s scheduler – beliefs-FUN. In the first case of the defined function the question is about the resources allocation in every one of the three functional units while in the case of the agent’s scheduler beliefs-FUN the problem is about the planning activities of the agent itself.

A principle enhancement to avoid such function with the purpose of defeasible inference is using data structures that define the resources for the specific functional unit. In such approaches the quantity characterizing the output from the given functional unit is replaced by the quantity following immediately after it (by the next element in the queue, the stack, etc.).

A common feature of defeasible inference in every one of these four functional units is appointing the lowest possible values for the respective subsets of factors for the functional unit

---

1 Backtracking is advantageous to da capo defeating (i.e. starting from beliefs-FUN) in the sense that it is time-saving. In fact the information stream from beliefs-FUN up to the action selector is cut off starting with defeating the (selected) action itself. If defeating starts from beliefs-FUN then there is some minimal time interval for spreading the information stream from beliefs-FUN up to the action selector included.
This appointing is followed by the replacement in the data structures of the defeated quantity by the quantity next after it in the data structure; it is determined by the type of the data structure and it is not directly related to the new action (goal) of the agent (in a sense the data structures are ‘cleared’ or \textit{initialized} for the new goal).

### 3. CONCLUSIONS

The paper introduces the concept of defeasible inference for BDI intelligent agents based on inadequacy of the research up to now. The investigation starts with a model possessing features of BDI agent but with no cooperation with other agents. A taxonomy of concepts is presented: factors, conditions and criteria for social behavior of agents together with logical formalism for defeating rules of behavior; this formalism is illustrated by two intelligent agents. The research also includes peculiarities of collective behavior of BDI agents with probable defeating rules of the behavior.
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APPENDIX: LOGICAL FORMULAS OF TWO AGENTS

Agent $A_{12}$ (intelligent, Raw data preprocessing agent):

$$A_{12} : S_1 \land (\text{prefix of } S_{2,3} \land S_2 \land S_3 \land \text{tail of } S_{2,3} ) \land S_4 \land S_5 \land S_6 \land S_7 \land S_8 \land S_9 ;$$

$$S_1 : S_{11} \land S_{12} \land S_{13} \land S_{14} ;$$

$$S_{li} : \{ \text{result of } S_{li} \leftrightarrow \text{verification of } S_{li} \};$$

verification of $S_{1i} :$ measured data $\leftarrow$ efficient data gauges $\leftarrow$ data within the data - gauge range

verification of $S_{12} :$

$$\text{groups } 1,2),$$

verification of $S_{13} :$

$$\text{groups } 3,4),$$

verification of $S_{14} :$

$$\text{groups } 5,6),$$

verification of $S_{2,3} :$ they participate in the formula done $\leftarrow$ (system - or - object adequacy to regulations) $\lor$ (system - or - object inadequacy to regulations) $\leftarrow$ $S_1$, where

system - or - object inadequacy to regulations $: S_2 \land S_3$ and

$S_2 :$ writing additional data, $S_3 :$ message for inadequacy;

verification of $S_{2,3} :$

$$\text{groups } 7,8),$$

verification of $S_{3,4} :$

$$\text{groups } 9,10),$$

verification of $S_{4,5} :$

$$\text{groups } 11,12),$$

verification of $S_{5,6} :$

$$\text{groups } 13,14),$$

verification of $S_{6,7} :$

$$\text{groups } 15,16),$$

verification of $S_{7,8} :$

$$\text{groups } 17,18),$$

verification of $S_{8,9} :$

$$\text{groups } 19,20),$$

verification of $S_{9,10} :$

$$\text{groups } 21,22),$$

verification of $S_{11,12} :$

$$\text{groups } 23,24),$$

verification of $S_{13,14} :$

$$\text{groups } 25,26),$$

verification of $S_{15,16} :$

$$\text{groups } 27,28),$$

verification of $S_{17,18} :$

$$\text{groups } 29,30),$$

verification of $S_{19,20} :$

$$\text{groups } 31,32),$$

verification of $S_{21,22} :$

$$\text{groups } 33,34),$$

verification of $S_{23,24} :$

$$\text{groups } 35,36),$$

verification of $S_{25,26} :$

$$\text{groups } 37,38),$$

verification of $S_{27,28} :$

$$\text{groups } 39,40),$$

verification of $S_{29,30} :$

$$\text{groups } 41,42),$$

verification of $S_{31,32} :$

$$\text{groups } 43,44),$$

verification of $S_{35,36} :$

$$\text{groups } 45,46),$$

verification of $S_{37,38} :$

$$\text{groups } 47,48),$$

verification of $S_{39,40} :$

$$\text{groups } 49,50),$$

verification of $S_{41,42} :$

$$\text{groups } 51,52),$$

verification of $S_{43,44} :$

$$\text{groups } 53,54),$$

verification of $S_{45,46} :$

$$\text{groups } 55,56),$$

verification of $S_{47,48} :$

$$\text{groups } 57,58),$$

verification of $S_{49,50} :$

$$\text{groups } 59,60),$$

verification of $S_{51,52} :$

$$\text{groups } 61,62),$$

verification of $S_{53,54} :$

$$\text{groups } 63,64),$$

verification of $S_{55,56} :$

$$\text{groups } 65,66),$$

verification of $S_{57,58} :$

$$\text{groups } 67,68),$$

verification of $S_{59,60} :$

$$\text{groups } 69,70),$$

verification of $S_{61,62} :$

$$\text{groups } 71,72),$$

verification of $S_{63,64} :$

$$\text{groups } 73,74),$$

verification of $S_{65,66} :$

$$\text{groups } 75,76),$$

verification of $S_{67,68} :$

$$\text{groups } 77,78),$$

verification of $S_{69,70} :$

$$\text{groups } 79,80),$$

verification of $S_{81,82} :$

$$\text{groups } 83,84),$$

verification of $S_{85,86} :$

$$\text{groups } 87,88),$$

verification of $S_{89,90} :$

$$\text{groups } 91,92),$$

verification of $S_{93,94} :$

$$\text{groups } 95,96),$$

verification of $S_{97,98} :$

$$\text{groups } 99,100),$$

verification of $S_{101,102} :$

$$\text{groups } 103,104),$$

verification of $S_{105,106} :$

$$\text{groups } 107,108),$$

verification of $S_{109,110} :$

$$\text{groups } 111,112),$$

verification of $S_{113,114} :$

$$\text{groups } 115,116),$$

verification of $S_{117,118} :$

$$\text{groups } 119,120),$$

verification of $S_{121,122} :$

$$\text{groups } 123,124),$$

verification of $S_{125,126} :$

$$\text{groups } 127,128),$$

verification of $S_{129,130} :$

$$\text{groups } 131,132),$$

verification of $S_{133,134} :$

$$\text{groups } 135,136),$$

verification of $S_{137,138} :$

$$\text{groups } 139,140),$$

verification of $S_{141,142} :$

$$\text{groups } 143,144),$$

verification of $S_{145,146} :$

$$\text{groups } 147,148),$$

verification of $S_{149,150} :$

$$\text{groups } 151,152),$$

verification of $S_{153,154} :$

$$\text{groups } 155,156),$$

verification of $S_{157,158} :$

$$\text{groups } 159,160),$$

verification of $S_{161,162} :$

$$\text{groups } 163,164),$$

verification of $S_{165,166} :$

$$\text{groups } 167,168),$$

verification of $S_{169,170} :$

$$\text{groups } 171,172),$$

verification of $S_{173,174} :$

$$\text{groups } 175,176),$$

verification of $S_{177,178} :$

$$\text{groups } 179,180),$$

verification of $S_{181,182} :$

$$\text{groups } 183,184),$$

verification of $S_{185,186} :$

$$\text{groups } 187,188),$$

verification of $S_{189,190} :$

$$\text{groups } 191,192),$$

verification of $S_{193,194} :$

$$\text{groups } 195,196),$$

verification of $S_{197,198} :$

$$\text{groups } 199,200),$$

verification of $S_{201,202} :$

$$\text{groups } 203,204),$$

verification of $S_{205,206} :$

$$\text{groups } 207,208),$$

verification of $S_{209,210} :$

$$\text{groups } 211,212),$$

verification of $S_{213,214} :$

$$\text{groups } 215,216),$$

verification of $S_{217,218} :$
Agent \( A_{41} \) (primitive, Agent for standard processing):

\[
A_{41} : S_1 \land S_2 \land S_3 \land S_4 \land S_5 \land S_6 \land S_7 ;
\]

\[
S_1 : \bigwedge_i \left( \text{determine 30 minute average value for param. } i \right);
\]

\[
S_2 : \text{form 20 standard classes for 24 hour period } = f \left( \text{deviation from NDE, registration frequency} \right);
\]

\[
S_3 : \text{average values } = f \left( \text{suitable 30 minute intervals} \right);
\]

\[
S_4 : \text{form monthly classes} ;
\]

\[
S_5 : \text{calculate monthly - average values} ;
\]

\[
S_6 : \text{calculate 364 combinations of 48 hour intervals for evaluation where}
\]

\[
done \leftarrow \bigwedge_j \left( (\text{monthly } j\text{-th average} > \text{NDE}) \lor (\text{monthly } j\text{-th average} < \text{NDE}) \right) \land
\]

\[
\land \bigwedge_k \left( (97\% \text{ of the 30 minute average values for } \text{SO}_2 \text{ and dust exceed } 110\% \text{ of } \text{NDE}) \lor
\right)
\]

\[
\lor \left( 97\% \text{ of the 30 minute average values for } \text{SO}_2 \text{ and dust do not exceed } 110\% \text{ of } \text{NDE} \right) \land
\]

\[
\land \bigwedge_m \left( (95\% \text{ of the 30 minute average values for } \text{NO}_x \text{ exceed } 110\% \text{ of } \text{NDE}) \lor
\right)
\]

\[
\lor \left( 95\% \text{ of the 30 minute average values for } \text{NO}_x \text{ do not exceed } 110\% \text{ of } \text{NDE} \right) \land
\]

\[
\land \bigwedge_n \left( (\text{measured } n\text{-th value from other kinds exceeds } \text{NDE}) \lor
\right)
\]

\[
\lor \left( \text{measured } n\text{-th value from other kinds does not exceed } \text{NDE} \right) \land
\]

\[
S_6 = \bigwedge_j \left( \text{monthly } j\text{-th average} < \text{NDE} \right) \land
\]

\[
\land \bigwedge_k \left( 97\% \text{ of the 30 minute average values for } \text{SO}_2 \text{ and dust do not exceed } 110\% \text{ of } \text{NDE} \right) \land
\]

\[
\land \bigwedge_m \left( 95\% \text{ of the 30 minute average values for } \text{NO}_x \text{ do not exceed } 110\% \text{ of } \text{NDE} \right) \land
\]

\[
\land \bigwedge_n \left( \text{measured } n\text{-th value from other kinds does not exceed } \text{NDE} \right).
\]